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Abstract:
Integrating low-carbon technologies (e.g. heat pumps, photovoltaic systems) in buildings influences the stability of the low-voltage
grid, which therefore often requires to be reinforced. This article proposes a techno-economic methodology to identify the
reinforcements needed to maintain grid stability at the lowest life-cycle cost. Novel contributions include the consideration of threephase connection of low-carbon technologies as a reinforcement option and the fact that we study to what extent grid reinforcements
can mitigate voltage unbalance issues. Additionally, to reduce computing time, a dummy island approach is used, whereby one
feeder is modelled in detail and the remainder of the distribution island is represented by an aggregated load. Finally, random
repetitions are proposed, to consider uncertainties related to building properties, occupants and the location of low-carbon
technologies in the feeders. The methodology is applied to investigate the integration of heat pumps and photovoltaic systems in
typical Belgian rural and urban grids. For the rural grid, heat pumps may lead to significant reinforcement costs (up to
1230 €/dwelling), mainly due to voltage stability problems. For the urban grid, heat pump and photovoltaic integration causes low
reinforcement cost (< 200 €/dwelling). Furthermore, more random repetitions are required to obtain robust results for the rural grid
than for the urban one. The proposed methodology is generic and transferrable to other radial low-voltage grids and low-carbon
technologies (e.g. electric vehicles). It can help grid operators and policy makers integrate low-carbon technologies in a more
resilient and cost-effective way, by weighing their available grid reinforcement solutions.

Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

Residential low-carbon technologies integration in low-voltage grids is analysed.
A generic methodology to compute the grid reinforcement cost is developed.
High-resolution Modelica simulations are performed for Belgian dwellings and grids.
Heat pump integration in rural grid costs up to 1230 €/dwelling for reinforcement.
Less than 200 €/dwelling reinforcement cost for integration in urban grid.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
DSO
distribution system operator
HP
heat pump
LCT
low-carbon technology
LV
low-voltage
MV

medium-voltage

PV

photovoltaic

RES
UK

renewable energy sources
United Kingdom

Indices
dwelling
dwelling connection
dwelling link
feeder segment
phase index
position in the feeder
node
time
transformer
Variables
feeder replacement binary variable
transformer replacement binary variable
3-phase connection binary variable
yearly energy losses in the transformer (kWh)
yearly energy losses in the detailed feeder (kWh)
overloading of feeder segment
overloading indicator of the feeder segment
overloading indicator for the whole feeder
current in dwelling link (A)
current in feeder segment (A)
current in phase of the transformer (A)
investment cost associated to a reinforcement option (€)
life-cycle cost per dwelling associated to a reinforcement option (€)
cost of the cheapest technically viable reinforcement option (€)
operating costs associated to a reinforcement option (€)
number of random repetitions
apparent power through the transformer (kVA)
transformer overloading
transformer overloading indicator
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line-to-neutral voltage at the dwelling connection in position
line-to-line voltage at the node in position

and for phase (V)

between phases and ′ (V)

voltage deviation indicator for the dwelling in position
voltage deviation indicator for the whole feeder
voltage unbalance at the node in position
voltage unbalance indicator at the node in position
voltage unbalance indicator for the whole feeder

Parameters
cost per kWh of energy losses for the DSO (€/kWh)
)
cost of replacing the existing transformer by a new transformer (€)
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linear cost of replacing the current one-phase dwelling link by a three-phase cable (€/m)
linear cost of replacing the existing feeder cables by new ones (€/m)
cost of reconnecting a dwelling link to the feeder (€)
cost of a three-phase meter (€)
number of dwellings in the detailed feeder
number of dwellings in the island
discount rate
current carrying capacity of the feeder segment (A)
dwelling link length (m)
feeder segment length (m)
average length between feeder nodes (m)
feeder length (m)
lifetime, i.e. planning horizon for grid reinforcements (years)
limit set on the variation of the cost to establish the robustness of the results
transformer no-load losses (kW)
real part of the phase impedance of the transformer (Ω)
linear resistance of the dwelling link (Ω/m)
linear resistance of the feeder segment (Ω/m)
number of random repetitions
number of repetitions without significant variation of the cost required to establish the robustness of the results
nominal capacity of the transformer (kVA)

1 Introduction
In the residential sector, a large-scale deployment of low-carbon technologies (LCTs), such as photovoltaic (PV) systems, heat
pumps (HPs) and electric vehicles, is required to decrease greenhouse gas emissions [1]. However, the integration of these renewable
energy sources (RES) and new loads in buildings has a strong impact on the stability of the low-voltage (LV) grid, namely causing
cable and transformer overloading, voltage deviations from the nominal, voltage unbalance, and harmonic distortion, among others
[2] [3]. Solving these problems is often done by reinforcing the grid [4] [5]. Other solutions in literature propose making use of the
flexibility that systems such as heat pumps and electric vehicles can offer [6] [7]. However, the latter options require appropriate
communication infrastructure and controls. Even though literature has been increasingly studying these options, technical, economic
and regulatory challenges remain [8] [9], as well as uncertainties related to the willingness of households to participate in demand
response programs [10]. It is therefore of key importance to identify the necessary grid reinforcements for the integration of LCTs,
and to provide an assessment of their cost. In this way, meaningful comparisons can be made as to which solutions are more cost
effective, which could facilitate the development of energy policies.

1.1 Literature review
Grid reinforcement for LCT integration has been the focus of several studies. Certain articles investigated the influence of RES
integration in buildings on the required grid reinforcements. The influence of PV integration has been investigated in case studies
in the United Kingdom (UK) [11], Switzerland [12], Germany [13] [14] [15], Australia [16] and the United States [17] [18]. The
grid stability indicators considered in these studies were voltage deviation as well as transformer and feeder overloading. The
reinforcement options investigated to maintain grid stability were limited to transformer and feeder replacement. Other literature
focused on network reinforcements related to the integration of new electrical loads instead. Cases of electric vehicle integration
were investigated in studies in Italy [19], Denmark [20], Germany [20], the Netherlands [20] and the UK [21]. The effect of a
combined integration of HPs and electric vehicles for a UK LV grid was the focus of study [22]. As for RES, overloading and
voltage deviations were examined in these studies, with transformer and feeder cable replacement as reinforcement options.
Finally, some articles studied the necessary grid reinforcements to facilitate the joint integration of RES and new electrical loads.
In [23], the effectiveness of reinforcement options was investigated to mitigate voltage deviation and unbalance issues triggered by
PV generation and electrical loads increase. However generic load profiles from 1997 [24] were used in this study. Furthermore,
the cost of grid reinforcement options is not considered, which prevents from comparing two technically viable options. Finally, PV
generation and load increase are considered separately, which does not allow identifying effects of combined integration on grid
stability and on the adapted reinforcements. In other works performed for the UK, the required distribution grid reinforcements and
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associated cost for PV and HP deployment [25], and for PV integration and load growth [26] were investigated. Brinkel et al. focused
on the integration of PV systems and electric vehicles in Dutch grids [27]. Morjav et al. studied the combined integration of HPs,
PV systems and CHP (combined heat and power) into the IEEE European Low Voltage Test Feeder [28] [29]. They identified the
reinforcement options (transformer and/or line replacement) for mitigating voltage deviation and overloading at the lowest cost [29].

1.2 Research gaps, contributions to the research field and article structure
Analysis of the above literature allows drawing attention to several aspects that are insufficiently addressed in articles that investigate
grid reinforcements for the integration of LCTs. First, most articles did not investigate the benefit of grid reinforcement on the
mitigation of voltage unbalance, even though voltage unbalance is one of the main problems that may occur with LCT deployment
[2]. To our best knowledge, the only exception is the conference article [23], which however lacked economic assessment, realistic
and up-to-date electrical loads and the consideration of combined new loads and RES deployment, as already mentioned.
Additionally, none of the above studies considers the possibility of connecting new loads and distributed generation sources to three
phases instead of one as a reinforcement option, although it may efficiently contribute to voltage stability [30]. We also observed
that the methodologies used in previous articles rely on detailed simulations of the entire LV island, which can lead to large
computation times. This may limit the scope of the analysis to few specific case studies and scenarios, not allowing for a probabilistic
assessment. Finally, for each LCT integration rate, current articles only provide the cost of the cheapest technically viable
reinforcement option. However, examining the grid stability indicators and cost for all reinforcement options and all LCT integration
rates would help better understanding the effectiveness of each option in relation to its cost. Moreover, it would allow evaluating
the suitability of grid reinforcement options for different levels of LCT integration, and identifying which options may become
unviable once a given level of integration is reached.
In this article, we propose a methodology for grid reinforcement analysis that addresses the identified shortcomings in literature. It
allows identifying the reinforcement options that are the most technically and economically efficient in tackling grid stability
problems triggered by the integration of new electrical loads and distributed generation sources. For this methodology, we developed
a detailed technical model that simulates the influence of LCT integration scenarios and grid reinforcement options on four grid
stability indicators. The technical model incorporates occupant behaviour, captures the thermal response of the buildings and allows
3-phase unbalanced load flow calculations. This bottom-up approach is flexible, and it allows for an accurate assessment of the grid
impacts. Contrarily to existing studies, our technical model allows considering voltage unbalance as a grid stability indicator and
the possibility to connect LCTs to three phases as a grid reinforcement option. Another difference of our method compared to
literature is the use of the dummy island approach for the grid representation instead of explicitly modeling the entire LV island. In
the dummy island approach, one feeder is modelled in detail and the remainder of the island is represented by an aggregated load
[31]. This approach allows determining component loading and voltage quality, but it requires less grid input parameters and
significantly reduces computing time with only a small accuracy loss [32]. Therefore, for a given LCT integration rate, we are able
to simulate in a reduced time a large number of random repetitions, for each of which the occupants, buildings and repartition of
LCTs on the detailed feeder vary, thus improving the robustness of the results. Finally, we also proposed an economic model that
computes the life-cycle cost, which includes the cost of investment and operation of the LV grid, associated with a grid reinforcement
option.
The proposed methodology is further applied to investigate the cost and viability of reinforcement options for the combined
integration of HPs and PV systems in typical rural and urban LV grids of Belgium. The detailed technical model represents typical
Belgian households, dwellings and LV networks, while cost data were obtained from a local distribution system operator (DSO).
We study the grid stability indicators and the cost for each LCT integration rate and reinforcement option. Finally, we propose a
procedure to investigate the influence that the number of random repetitions has on the robustness of our results.
The remainder of this article includes a detailed description of our methodology in Section 2. This section details the dummy island
approach, the reinforcement options considered, the technical model and the associated grid stability indicators. Furthermore, the
economic model is presented, which allows computing the life-cycle cost associated to a grid reinforcement option. Section 3 focuses
on the application of the methodology to typical Belgian feeders, presenting the chosen dwelling and grid parameters and discussing
the results regarding PV and HP integration. Section 4 presents the perspectives to our work.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Overview
2.1.1

Grid architecture

In this article, we consider three-phase four-wire radial grids in star configuration, which are common in residential LV grids [33]
[34], with the architecture presented in Figure 1 [31] [32]. In this architecture, the feeder of interest is modelled in detail, while the
remainder LV distribution island is represented by an aggregated balanced load [31] [32]. This dummy island approach permits to
focus on the details of a specific feeder, while also considering loads and RES in the remaining island and assessing the transformer
loading and the voltage drop at the transformer due to the remainder of the island. This approach was shown to generate small
deviations in electrical simulation results compared to full island simulations (simulating all feeders of the island in detail) with
significant reductions in computing time [31] [32]. For instance, for the wide variety of LV islands considered in [31], using the
dummy island approach instead of the full island provided around 10-fold reduction in computing time while triggering errors
always smaller than 0.03, 0.01 and 0.01 pu on extreme voltage, current and transformer loading respectively.

Figure 1 – Architecture of the LV grid (also called LV distribution island).

2.1.2

Low-carbon technology integration scenarios and grid reinforcement options

An LCT integration scenario is defined by the percentage of each LCT that is integrated in the detailed feeder. The dwellings that
receive each LCT are chosen randomly. We also assume that the integration rate is the same in the rest of the island as in the detailed
feeder. For instance, an LCT integration scenario with 20% HPs and 40% PV systems would correspond to 20% of the dwellings
of the detailed feeder and of the island having a HP, and 40% having PV systems. Some of the dwellings may have several types of
LCTs, for instance both a HP and a PV system.
The reinforcement options are defined relative to the initial grid. The initial grid is designed to have a feeder cable and transformer
that satisfy the loads when no LCTs are applied, with all buildings having a single-phase connection to the feeder. This represents
an existing grid where no measures have been taken to enable hosting LCTs. There are no investment costs and the life-cycle cost
for this initial grid is composed only of operating costs to cover energy losses (see Section 2.3). We consider the following grid
modifications that allow hosting the new LCTs by alleviating potential voltage and loading problems at the level of the transformer
and of the detailed feeder:

•
•

Replacement of the distribution transformer by one with higher nominal capacity.
Replacement of the main cables of the detailed feeder (3 phases and neutral) by cables of larger cross-section, and thus
larger current carrying capacity. In this article, for the sake of simplicity and to cover extreme cases, we refer to whole
feeder upgrade but it is also possible to replace only parts of the feeder. However, that would require simulation of many
more reinforcement options that reflect partial replacement of the feeder cables. Nevertheless, the overall methodology
would not be modified by this choice, the only differences being that different cross-sections would be encountered along
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•

the detailed feeder and that the feeder replacement cost would be proportional to the share of the feeder replaced (see
second term in equation (7)).
Connection of the LCTs in dwellings of the detailed feeder to three phases instead of one.

A reinforcement option can be composed of one of the three above-mentioned modifications, or any combinations between these
modifications (e.g. replacing both the transformer and the feeder cables).

2.1.3

Techno-economic evaluation of a grid reinforcement option for a low-carbon technology integration scenario

Each LCT integration scenario and grid reinforcement option is evaluated thanks to the technical and economic models as shown in
Figure 2. The technical model simulates the influence of an LCT integration scenario and a grid reinforcement option on four grid
stability indicators, as described in Section 2.2. The economic model computes the life-cycle cost per dwelling
associated to
a grid reinforcement option (see Section 2.3).

Figure 2 – Evaluation of LCT integration scenarios and grid reinforcement options.

In order to capture uncertainties in demand and generation, as well as the random distribution of LCTs in a feeder, the methodology
offers the possibility to perform several repetitions for each LCT integration scenario [35]. For each scenario and repetition, random
dwellings and occupants are sampled from an available pool, and the locations of the LCTs on the feeder are also randomly selected.
The technical and economic models are then evaluated for all reinforcement options for this repetition and scenario. A reinforcement
option is considered technically viable for a given LCT integration scenario when all four grid stability indicators are within the
required limits for all performed repetitions (see Section 2.2.3) and its associated cost is calculated as the average among all
repetitions (see Section 2.3). The cost of the cheapest technically viable reinforcement option is finally chosen as reinforcement cost
for the LCT integration scenario. The same procedure is followed for all scenarios. The number of repetitions should be chosen
depending on the desired robustness and the available computing time for the considered case study (see Section 3.2.3).
The methodology can be used on typical grids for a region or country, in order to provide an estimate of the reinforcement costs per
dwelling (see Section 3). Furthermore, the same models and approach can also be used to perform analysis on a specific real feeder.
The rest of the island to which the feeder belongs would then be represented as an aggregated load. In this case, random repetitions
may not be required as the properties of the dwellings, occupants and LCTs may be known.

2.2 Technical model
As show in Figure 2, the technical model is composed of two sub-models: the dwelling energy model and the LV grid model. Both
are implemented using the Modelica IDEAS library and simulated with the Dymola software. Modelica is a non-proprietary,
domain-neutral, object-oriented language that provides flexibility for continuous development. The IDEAS library was specifically
created to integrate dynamic simulation of electrical and thermal systems at district level. It has been presented in [36] and is
available at https://github.com/open-ideas. In this section, we first present the dwelling energy model that is used to generate a pool
of electrical demand and generation profiles that correspond to dwellings with the desired integrated LCTs (Section 2.2.1). The pool
of profiles is then used to draw inputs for the LV grid model, which is based on power flow analysis (Section 2.2.2). Finally we
detail the outputs of the technical model (see Figure 2): the defined grid stability indicators (Section 2.2.3), and the energy losses in
the cables and in the transformer (Section 2.2.4), which are inputs to the economic model.
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2.2.1

Dwelling energy model

In the following, we summarize the dwelling energy model which is detailed in [31]. This model currently integrates HPs and PV
systems as LCTs, but given its modular structure and customizable components, it is also possible to integrate other LCTs, such as
electric vehicles, in the future. In any case, different sources may be used in the overall methodology presented in Figure 2 to provide
the necessary pool of electrical demand and generation profiles.
Our dwelling energy model is composed of three main components as shown in Figure 3, namely the occupancy model, the building
model and the PV model. Figure 3 also shows where LCT integration has an influence. A pool of dwellings is created by sampling
dwelling properties from predefined probability distributions. Each dwelling is assigned a set of occupant profiles, providing the
necessary boundary conditions. The thermal building model then simulates the thermal and electrical demand for the given building
properties, occupants, heating system (e.g. heat pump), and weather conditions. Furthermore, PV generation is simulated for the
same weather and for variable installation sizes in accordance with the dwelling properties. The individual components of the model
are presented below in more detail.

Figure 3 – Main components of the dwelling energy model.

Occupancy model. The stochastic residential occupancy model consists in the Python StROBe Package as presented in [37]. The
model generates sets of profiles that include what we refer to as “base load”, representing active power demand profiles for lighting,
large and small domestic appliances and electronics (e.g. fridge, washing machine, television). The occupant model also provides
space-heating set-points, internal heat gains and hot-water demand, which are inputs to the building model.
Building model. The building model computes the electrical heat demand from the outputs of the occupancy model, the properties
of the building envelope and the chosen heating system. The first step is to quantify the thermal heat demand, which includes the
space heating and domestic hot water demands. The thermal heat demand is obtained by a detailed thermal building model based
on the envelope properties, using inputs from the occupancy model and the weather data (in particular outdoor temperature and
irradiance). The main envelope properties are the floor area, window-to-wall ratio, orientation, general envelope thermal quality
and infiltration rate, most of which highly depend on the dwelling type (detached, semi-detached or terraced). These properties are
either known for the considered LV island, or they can be generated by using representative data of the building stock in the studied
area (see Section 3.1). The thermal demand can be met by electricity (e.g. HP which are the focus of this work) or by other energy
sources (e.g. gas boiler). We consider air-source HPs rather than ground-source HPs, as they are the most common ones [38] [39]
and are also expected to have a higher impact on the grid [3]. The HP is considered to provide hot water to low-temperature radiators
in each thermal zone and to a domestic hot water storage tank. The HP model is based on interpolation in a performance map
retrieved from manufacturer data [40] [41], which defines the heating power and electricity use (active power) as function of the
heating requirements. Back-up instantaneous electric heaters of a few kW are also usually installed to assists the HP in space heating
in very cold days and to support water heating when the HP is not sufficient and for anti-legionella heating cycles in the water
storage tank.
PV model. High-resolution PV generation profiles are also needed for the analysis. A 10-minute temporal resolution for the PV
profiles is a good compromise between the temporal resolution required to compute grid stability indicators (see Section 2.2.3) and
simulation time. Here, a PV model based on the 5-parameter model of De Soto [42] is used to generate active power PV production
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profiles from the weather data (irradiance and outdoor temperature) for the specific orientation, inclination and nominal capacity of
each dwelling’s PV system. In the feeder simulation, for each dwelling with a PV system the electricity produced is first used to
cover the dwelling’s demand and the rest is injected to the feeder. To avoid potential excessive feeder voltages, the PV system
inverter can be disconnected when voltage at the dwelling’s switchboard reaches a given limit.
Furthermore, since all load and generation profiles include only active power, we also implement a power factor for each profile,
which determines the equivalent reactive power profile.
Figure 4 presents an example of load and generation profiles obtained from the dwelling energy model for one dwelling during three
days with a time step of 10 minutes. It corresponds to the case of a detached Belgian house (average envelope U-value: 0.64 W/m2K).

Figure 4 – Example of dwelling’s load and generation profiles produced by the dwelling energy model.

2.2.2

Low-voltage grid model

The used grid architecture for the considered grids was presented in Figure 1. The LV distribution island consists in a medium
voltage/low voltage (MV/LV) transformer, a detailed feeder and a dummy feeder representing the loads in the rest of the island.
The distribution network is a single-point grounded network, where the grounding is defined at the MV/LV transformer. The voltage
on the MV side of the transformer and the transformer transformation ratio are considered constant. When single-phase connections
are examined, the dwelling connections are alternating between the three phases, as depicted in Figure 1. The grid model and quasistationary power flow analysis are implemented in Modelica, using components of the IDEAS library [43]. The model receives as
input the active and reactive power profiles of each dwelling, which are applied at each connection point in the detailed feeder, or
aggregated and applied as a balanced load in a dummy feeder for the rest of the island. The power flow analysis is based on
Kirchhoff’s circuit laws and Joule’s law [43], which determines for each simulation time step the current and voltage at all branches
and nodes. For this analysis, we specifically define the following outputs:
!

•

The line-to-neutral voltage at each dwelling connection of the detailed feeder. We denote

•

at dwelling connection ! , corresponding to the connection of the dwelling in position to phase (see Figure 1). If the
dwelling is connected to 3 phases, 3 dwelling connections are defined.
The line-to-line voltages at each node of the detailed feeder. The line-to-line voltage at the node in position between

•
•
•
•

the line-to-neutral voltage

phases and ′ is denoted
. In order to be able to calculate voltage unbalance (see Section 2.2.3), the line-to-line
!
voltages between all three phases are defined for all positions even for positions where the dwelling is connected to only
, #

;,<
<,
,;
one phase. For instance, in Figure 1,
and
are defined for node 4, even though the dwelling is
: ,
:
:
connected only to phase 1 at this position.
The current in each feeder segment of the detailed feeder
.
The current in each dwelling link connected to the detailed feeder
.
The apparent power through the transformer
.
.
The current in each phase of the transformer
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2.2.3

Grid stability indicators

We propose grid stability indicators based on the outputs of the LV grid model. The indicators were defined not only to know when
a grid stability constraint is violated, but also to represent the magnitude of this violation. Out of four grid stability indicators detailed
in the following paragraphs, the voltage deviation, voltage unbalance and feeder overloading indicators are computed for the detailed
feeder, and the transformer overloading is computed for the transformer serving the entire distribution island (see Figure 1).

Voltage deviation indicator %&. The voltage at each dwelling connection 5 ! 6 is subject to the limitations imposed by European
Standard EN 50160 [44] [45]. It requires the per unit voltage (expressed as fraction of the nominal voltage, 230 V in Europe) to
remain between 0.9 and 1.1 pu for more than 95 percent of the time each week, and never below 0.85 or above 1.1 pu [44] [45]. The
voltage levels should be evaluated every 10 minutes [44], so if the initial voltage profile is obtained with a resolution finer than 10
minutes, a 10-min moving average filter should be first applied. To check compliance with the Standard, we define the voltage
deviation indicator for dwelling ! : %& ! ). If the dwelling is connected to one phase only, %& ! ) is equal to 1 if the Standard on
voltage deviation is violated at least once during the whole simulation period for the phase to which the dwelling is connected, and
equal to 0 otherwise. If at least one of the appliances (e.g. HP, PV) in the dwelling is connected to three phases, %& ! ) is equal to
1 if the Standard on voltage deviation is violated at least once during the whole simulation period for any of the three phases, and
to 0 otherwise. The voltage deviation indicator for the whole feeder %& is the sum of the %& ! ) divided by the number of dwellings
in the feeder & . %& thus represents the share of dwellings for which there are voltage deviation problems. If %& is higher than 0,
the simulated case is considered technically unsustainable.

Voltage unbalance indicator %(. We define the voltage unbalance at the node
by [46]:
'

!

=?

1 − B3 − 6 ⋅ F
1 + B3 − 6 ⋅ F

where F

=

L 5

NL 5

;,<
! 6

!

in position

:

M + L 5
<

;,<
! 6

M + L 5

<,
!

<,
!

6

6

at time , using the formula proposed
:

M +L 5
<

M +L 5

,;
! 6

,;
! 6

M

:

<

M O

<

(1)

The voltage unbalance should also be evaluated with a time step of 10 minutes [44]. The European Standard EN 50160 subjects the
voltage unbalance at each node to remain below 2% for more than 95% of the time each week [30] [44]. We thus define the voltage
unbalance indicator at node ! : %( ! , which is equal to 1 if the Standard on voltage unbalance is violated at least once during
the whole simulation period, and to 0 otherwise. The voltage unbalance indicator for the whole feeder %( is the sum of the %( !
divided by the number of nodes in the feeder. %( thus represents the share of nodes for which there are voltage unbalance problems.
If %( is higher than 0, the simulated case is considered technically unsustainable.
Feeder overloading indicator

= max S

|

|

U

-.*

at time as [45]:

− 1, 0W

(2)

is the hourly average current in the feeder segment and -.*
is the current carrying capacity of the feeder segment.
is thus computed with a time step of 60 min [45]. We further define the feeder overloading indicator of the feeder segment:
. This indicator is equal to 1 if
is higher than 0, i.e. the cable segment is overloaded [45], at least once during the
whole simulation period, and to 0 otherwise. The feeder overloading indicator for the whole feeder
is the length-weighted mean
of the
.
thus represents the share of the total feeder segment length for which there are overloading problems. If
is
higher than 0, the simulated case is considered technically unsustainable.

where

U

. We define the overloading of feeder segment

Transformer overloading

. We define the overloading of the transformer at time as [45]:
= max S

|

U

-.*

|

− 1, 0W

(3)

where U
is the hourly average apparent power that goes through the transformer and -.*
is the nominal capacity of the
transformer. The transformer overloading
is thus defined with a time step of 60 min. The transformer overloading indicator
is the maximum of the transformer overloading
during the simulation period. If
is higher than 0, the transformer is
overloaded [45], and the simulated case is considered technically unsustainable.
The above definitions were formulated for one repetition. When several repetitions are used, then each indicator is averaged among
all repetitions. Thus, a reinforcement option for a given scenario is considered viable only if the indicators of all repetitions are
equal to 0.
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Note that, even though the voltage deviation and unbalance indicators are defined based on the requirements of the European norm
in this article, similar indicators representing the same grid stability issues can be defined for norms of other countries using the
same input signals (voltages at the dwelling connections and at the nodes).

2.2.4

Losses in cables and transformer

The technical model also allows computing the yearly energy losses in the transformer
are inputs to the economic model (see Figure 2).
for year X are given by [33]:

The energy losses in the transformer

X = Y Z23
_

+ [4
];

and in the detailed feeder

<

\

\ ^

, which

(4)

where 23
are the transformer no-load losses,
is the current through phase of the transformer and 4
is the phase
resistance of the transformer (which is considered identical for the three phases [33]). Given that the voltage at the transformer level
remains close to 1 pu, the dependence of the transformer no-load losses on voltage is not considered in this article.

The energy losses in the detailed feeder
for year X are obtained from the joule losses in each feeder section
the three phases and the neutral, see Figure 1) and dwelling link .
is given by [33]:
X = Y Z[ 4
_

⋅|

⋅

`

|< + [ 4

⋅|

⋅

(which includes

|< ^

(5)

where 4
and 4
are the linear resistances of the feeder segment
and the dwelling link
respectively, and
are their lengths. Note that, as we consider unbalanced power flow, there may be losses in the neutral conductor.

and

2.3 Economic model
We compute the life-cycle cost associated to reinforcements of the detailed feeder. It accounts for the investment cost
and the
operating costs
during the considered lifetime (i.e. the planning horizon for grid reinforcements). The cost for the detailed
feeder is then divided by the number of dwellings in this feeder & in order to be able to compare costs between grids with different

number of dwellings. The life-cycle cost per dwelling

is given by [47] [48]:

=

+[

a

_];

&

X
1+,

_

(6)

where , is the discount rate. This cost is computed for one repetition. When several repetitions are used, we consider the average
cost between all repetitions.

2.3.1

Investment cost

The investment cost

⋅

⋅

cd
ce

=

for the feeder is given by [30] [49]:
&
⋅
+
&+

⋅

5

0

⋅

+& ⋅

)6

cd

+[

];

5

,*

+

⋅

+ b ⋅

is the cost related to the replacement of the transformer by one with a higher nominal capacity.

which is equal to 1 if the transformer is replaced,

)6

(7)

is a binary variable

is the cost of replacing the existing transformer by a new transformer , &

and &+ are the number of dwellings in the feeder and in the island respectively. The ratio & /&+ represents the share of the transformer
replacement cost that is attributable to the detailed feeder.
5

0

section.

⋅

+& ⋅

)6

is the cost related to the replacement of the main cables of the detailed feeder by cables of higher cross-

is a binary variable which is equal to 1 if the cables are replaced,

0

is the linear cost of replacing the existing feeder cables by new ones and
feeder.
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is the length of the detailed feeder (see Figure 1),
)

is the cost of reconnecting a dwelling link to the

10

∑

cd
];

5

,*

+

⋅

+ b⋅

)6

is the cost associated to connecting LCTs of dwellings of the detailed feeder to three

phases. It is assumed that buildings are originally connected to a single phase, and therefore a new link is required in this case.
is a binary variable which is equal to 1 if the dwelling has at least one LCT connected to three phases,
,* is the cost of a

three-phase meter,
is the length of the dwelling link,
is the linear cost of replacing the current one-phase dwelling link
by a three-phase cable. b is the negation of the
binary variable, used to include the cost of reconnecting dwelling links to the
feeder, only if the main feeder cables are themselves not replaced. In the latter case, this cost is already accounted for in the feeder
replacement cost.

2.3.2

Operating costs

The operating costs are related to energy losses in the transformer and feeder . The annual operating cost
by [30] [50]:
X =h
where

X ⋅

&

&

+

X i⋅

for year X is given
(8)

) is the cost per kWh of energy losses for the DSO.

3 Integration of heat pumps and photovoltaic systems in Belgian low-voltage
grids
In this section, we apply the proposed methodology to investigate the adapted reinforcements to the integration of HPs and PV
systems in typical Belgian rural and urban LV grids. The study parameters are presented in Section 3.1 and the results in Section 3.2.

3.1 Study parameters
The study parameters and their supporting references are summarized in Table 1 and commented in the paragraphs below. The grid
and dwelling parameters and the economic parameters were mostly determined from our previous studies on Belgian feeders [30]
[31] [33] [51] and cost data of the Belgian DSO Fluvius [30] [49].
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Table 1 - Summary of the parameters for the Belgian rural and urban cases.
Grid and building parameters
Number of dwellings in the detailed feeder &
Number of dwellings in island &+

Average length between feeder nodes
Total length of the detailed feeder
Length of dwelling links

0

/

Rural

Urban

15 [30]

15 [30]

73 [31]

108 [31]

22 m [31]

7 m [31]

330 m

105 m

8 m [31]

3 m [31]

Cross-section of dwelling links

16 mm [33]

16 mm2 [33]

Building types

4% terraced, 20% semi-detached, 76%
detached [31].
Buildings randomly chosen from a building
stock (average envelope U-value of
buildings between 0.25 and 0.80 W/m²K)
[31].

80% terraced, 20% semi-detached [31].

Power factors

2

Buildings randomly chosen from a building
stock (average envelope U-value of
buildings between 0.25 and 0.80 W/m²K)
[31].

Base loads: 0.98 [45], HP: 0.98 [31] [45], PV: 1 [52] [53]
LCT integration scenarios

HP integration rates

[0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100] % [51]

PV integration rates

[0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100] % [51]
Reinforcement options

Transformer nominal power

-.*

Cross-section of main feeder cables

No reinforcement: 160 kVA [30]
Reinforcement: 250, 400 kVA [30]
No reinforcement: 70 mm2 (current carrying capacity -.* of 225 A) [30] [31] [35]
Reinforcement: 150 mm2 (current carrying capacity -.* of 315 A) [30] [31] [35]

Number of phases to which HPs are connected

No reinforcement: 1
Reinforcement: 3

Number of phases to which PV systems are
connected

No reinforcement: 1
Reinforcement: 3
Economic inputs

Discount rate ,

33 years [54].

Transformer replacement cost

160 kVA (capacity of the newly installed transformer
= 7969 € [30]*
250 kVA :
= 10973 € [30]*
400 kVA :

Main feeder cables replacement linear cost

39 €/m (rural), 52 €/m (urban) [30]*

Cost of reconnecting a dwelling link to the
feeder )

486 € [30]*

Planning horizon

Cost of a 3-phase meter

5% [48]

,*

:

= 6365 € [30]*

149 € [49]

Dwelling link replacement linear cost

Same as

[30]*

Energy losses cost

0.046 €/kWh [55]
Simulation parameters

Simulation time step

10 minutes [31]

Simulation time and weather data

1 year of extreme weather data (low temperature in winter and high irradiance in summer)
[31] [56]

Notes
The value-added tax is not included in the costs [30].
*: Costs that were obtained for years earlier than 2020. They have been corrected for inflation using a 1.5% yearly rate [57] to transpose to the
year of study. The values given in the table for these costs are therefore “2020 equivalent” ones.

Grid and building parameters. Figure 5 presents the typical rural and urban LV grids considered. The number of dwellings in the
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detailed feeder is the same for the rural and the urban grid but the whole island is larger in the case of the urban grid. The average
distance between nodes is three times higher in the rural feeder than in the urban one. The customer density is of ~5 dwellings per
100 m for the rural grid and of ~14 dwellings per 100 m for the urban one. For both feeder types, the nodes are equally spaced
except for an exceptional random length, which is several times the usual length between nodes. This exceptional length is positioned
at the beginning of the urban feeder and in the middle of the rural one, to represent exceptional distances encountered in real feeders
[31]. The dwelling links are also longer for the rural feeder than for the urban one and we consider 16 mm2 cables for these links.
We verified that the dwelling links are never overloaded in all of the simulated cases.
Detached dwellings make the majority of the rural island, while the urban island is mostly composed of terraced dwellings, with
some semi-detached dwellings mostly at the ends of urban feeders, as would be in a real street. Given these guidelines, the type
(terraced, semi-detached, detached) of each dwelling is randomly chosen. The buildings are randomly sampled from a building stock
of 300 different buildings, which was created using an optimised Latin Hypercube design based on typical ranges of the building
properties corresponding to Belgian houses [31]. For both the urban and the rural feeder, we sample a random mix of old and
renovated dwellings out of the building stock, which corresponds to average envelope U-values between 0.25 and 0.80 W/m²K.
Each dwelling also has a 200 L domestic hot water storage tank [51]. Furthermore, each dwelling is allocated a random set of
occupant profiles [37].

Figure 5 – Typical rural and urban LV grids considered.
The three phases of the detailed feeder are not shown in this figure.

LCT integration scenarios. We consider all possible combinations of HP and PV integration rates between 0 and 100% with a step
of 20%. The dwellings that receive a HP and/or a PV system are randomly and independently selected. When the dwelling is not
equipped with a HP, we consider that the thermal heat demand is met by a gas boiler [51] and therefore that there is no electrical
heat demand. For each dwelling with HP, the HP is sized based on the design heat load, as defined by Standard NBN EN 12831 [58].
The resulting maximum heat pump electric power among all buildings varies between 1.1 and 8.5 kW. Back-up electric elements
for space and hot water are considered, with a capacity of 3 kW each. For each dwelling with PV system, the PV panels are inclined
of 34° and their orientation is either south, west or east depending on the building orientation [31] [51]. Their nominal power is
randomly selected between 3 and 5 kW, also taking into account the roof’s dimensions (we consider that no more than 80% of the
roof area on one façade can be covered by PV panels) [31]. Regarding PV curtailment, we consider that the PV system inverter is
disconnected for a minimum duration of 10 minutes, when voltage at the dwelling’s switchboard reaches 1.1 pu (i.e. 253 V for a
nominal voltage of 230 V) [31].
Reinforcement options. When there are no reinforcements (initial grid), we consider a 160 kVA transformer and main feeder cables
of cross-section 70 mm2. All grid stability indicators are equal to 0 for a 0% integration of HP and PV in this initial grid, meaning
that it is a technically viable option when only the base loads are served. As LCT integration levels are increased, the HPs and PV
systems are connected by default to the same phase as all other loads of the building.
Grid reinforcement options consist in any combination of transformer replacement, feeder replacement and three-phase connection
of the LCTs. The transformer may be replaced by a 250 kVA or 400 kVA one, the main feeder cables by cables of cross-section
150 mm2, and all HPs and/or PV systems can be connected to three phases instead of one. We consider that either all or none of the
LCTs of the same type are connected to three phases (e.g. all PV systems connected to 3 phases), limiting the number of grid
reinforcement options considered. This allows to keep the simulation time reasonable and to favour the clarity of the results, while
covering the largest range of possibilities. An example of reinforcement option would be replacing the 160 kVA transformer by a
250 kVA one, maintaining the initial main feeder cables, connecting all HPs to three phases, and connecting all PV systems to one
phase.
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Economic inputs. Regarding the replacement of the main feeder cables and of the dwelling links (the latter occurs when LCTs are
connected to three phases), we consider that current cables (which may have been overhead or underground) are replaced by
underground ones, as underground cables are now strongly encouraged in Belgium [30]. The linear cost of replacing a cable is
driven by labour costs for opening and closing the trench where the new cable is placed [13] [30]. Consequently, this linear cost can
be assumed to remain the same for the main feeder cables and dwelling links, regardless of whether they had been overhead or
underground [30]. However, this cost depends on the ground type, which explains why it is higher in urban areas, where we consider
100% ‘sidewalk’ type ground, than in rural ones, where we consider 50% ‘sidewalk’ type ground and 50% ‘meadow’ type ground
(see reference [30] for the costs of replacing cables below ‘sidewalk’ and ‘meadow’ type grounds). Regarding the cost of energy
losses
, we can consider that, in Belgium, the DSO commits to pay for them at a given price for the following years (obtained
from reference [55]). For instance if the contract is settled in January 2020, the DSO will have to pay 0.044 €/kWh for
2021, 0.046 €/kWh for 2022 and 0.047 €/kWh for 2023 (which is the furthest year currently available). We choose the average
between these three values 0.046 €/kWh as the value of
for our study.
Simulation parameters. The technical model, including occupant profiles, the building models and power flow are simulated for
one year with a time step of 10 min [30] [31]. Consequently, the operating cost
X is the same for each year X of the planning
horizon (33 years). We use weather data, provided by the Meteonorm [56], for Uccle (Belgium) representative of an extreme year
for the considered case study: low temperature in winter (and therefore high HP electrical demand) and high irradiance in summer
(and therefore high PV generation). Indeed, such an extreme year may occur during the planning horizon, and the DSO may want
to use it for its analysis in order to be on the conservative side.
In total, for each typical grid (rural, urban), there are 36 LCT integration scenarios (all combinations of HP and PV integration
rates). Furthermore, for each integration scenario, the initial grid as well as all possible reinforcement options are investigated,
namely a maximum of 24 cases for scenarios with both HP and PV integration. Last, for most assessed indicators several repetitions
are evaluated, each corresponding to different random sampling of dwellings and the location of LCTs. For a given typical grid
(rural/urban), 726 simulations are performed in total per repetition. Evaluating all these 726 simulations takes ~5 hours using a
Precision 7910 Tower (Dual Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 2.4 GHz processors, 128 GB RAM, running on Windows 10 Pro 64-bit) [59]
and with 24 simulations running in parallel.

3.2 Results
The results regarding the influence of LCT integration on the grid stability and reinforcement cost (see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) are
obtained for 68 random repetitions for the rural grid and 27 random repetitions for the urban grid. This choice of the number of
random repetitions is justified in Section 3.2.3, where we investigate the influence of the number of repetitions on the results. In
terms of computing time, it took 14 days to obtain the results for the rural grid and 6 days to obtain the results for the urban grid.

3.2.1

Influence of low-carbon technologies integration and reinforcements on grid stability

In this section, we detail and analyse the influence of separate integration of LCTs and of reinforcement options on grid stability
indicators and the reinforcement cost
(combined LCT integration is considered in section 3.2.2). The presented results also
allow evaluating the suitability of grid reinforcement options for different levels of LCT integration and identifying which options
may become unviable once a given level of integration is reached.
Rural grid
for all
For the rural grid, Table 2 presents the influence of increasing HP integration on the grid stability indicators and on the
reinforcement options and for a PV rate of 0%. There are only 12 reinforcement options in this case, as there are no PV systems
(which thus cannot be connected to 1 or 3 phases). The results of Table 2 are obtained for 68 repetitions, meaning that, for each
integration rate and reinforcement option, the value given for each indicator (e.g. %&) is obtained by averaging the values of this
indicator for the 68 repetitions performed. In Table 2, for each HP integration rate, we also highlight in green the cost of the cheapest
∗
technically viable reinforcement option, denoted as
. It corresponds to the option for which all technical indicators are equal
to 0 (i.e. option viable in view of all indicators and for all 68 repetitions) and for which the cost is the lowest.
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Table 2 – Influence of the HP integration rate and of the choice or reinforcement option on the grid stability indicators and the
Rural grid, PV integration rate fixed at 0%, 68 random repetitions.
%HP
,
,
j
,
,
j
, ; , j; , ; , j
, < , j;
; ;
; ; ;
; , < , j; ; , < , j
< , ; , j; < , ; , j
< , < , j; < , < , j
%&

0%

20%

40%

%(

%&

(€)

%&

(€)

%&

(€)

49

1386

162

1499

213

.
,

<,

j

1551

%(

%(

63

247

1396

1485

174

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

358

1507

1597

224

408

1557

1646

607

1566

1745

807

1576

1844

1010

1587

1944

1215

1599

2047

0.01

0.01

60%

%(

84

80%

(€)

%(

100%

1589

0.03

0.01

0.2

0.2

0.19

107

659

1428

1696

0.25

0.01

0.01

%(

210

559

1519

1697

239
0.01

762

1531

1799

0.07

0.07

(€)

192
0.02

0.48
%&

1411

0.1

0.2
%&

451

254
0.02

0.01
0.48

0.48

0.48

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

134

871

1448

1805

0.51

0.41

0.05

231

969

1545

1903

0.8

0.8

0.79

0.79

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

165

1088

1471

1919

254

1179

1562

2010

0.13

271
0.03

0.06

(€)

290

Notes
: are the 160, 250 and 400 kVA transformers respectively; ; , < : are the 70 mm2 and 150 mm2 main feeder cables respectively; j; ,
;, <,
j : correspond to the one and three phase connection of heat pumps.
Only non-zero values are presented. Values of grid stability indicators strictly larger than 0 and smaller than 0.01 are rounded up to 0.01.
For 0% HP, the distinction between reinforcement options associated to the connection of HPs to one or three phases does not make sense. Thus the
results for j; and j are merged.
For each HP integration rate, the cost of the cheapest technically viable reinforcement option is highlighted in green.

Comparison of the
of the initial grid (first column in Table 2) with that of other reinforcement options reveals that grid
reinforcements may lead to more significant costs than energy losses, which represent the only cost in the initial grid. For the cases
presented in Table 2, when looking at the breakdown of the overall cost
between energy losses and investments in
reinforcements (not shown in Table 2), we observed that the cost of energy losses over the lifetime ranges from 42 to 165 € per
dwelling, while the investment cost for reinforcements ranges from 0 to 1955 € per dwelling. Looking into the cost per reinforcement
category, transformer replacement (~100-150 €/dwelling) is cheaper than switching to three phase connection (~200950 €/dwelling) which is itself cheaper than feeder replacement (~1350 €/dwelling). This overall trend is also observed in the cases
with other PV integration rates and in urban grids.
Concerning grid stability indicators, we observe in Table 2 that all the indicators are equal to 0 for 0% and 20% HP. In these cases,
∗
no investments are thus required for reinforcements and the life-cycle cost of the cheapest technically viable option
(highlighted in green in Table 2) only corresponds to operating costs to cover energy losses. Moreover, results in Table 2 indicate
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that the feeder is never overloaded ( = 0) and that transformer loading is gradually affected by HP integration, which thus requires
transformer replacement. HP integration also affects voltage unbalance and to a greater extent voltage deviation, in which case
voltage deviation corresponds to under voltages. Transformer replacement allows decreasing voltage deviation and unbalance
problems, as it reduces voltage variation, but it does not completely restore voltage stability. Thus, either feeder replacement or
three-phase connection of the HPs is required. In terms of cost, three-phase connection is cheaper than feeder replacement, and it is
thus preferred. This result is in line with the recent requirement of the Belgian DSO Fluvius to connect HPs of more than 5 kW
electric capacity to three phases [60].
The influence of PV integration (for a 0% HP integration rate) on the grid stability indicators and the
was also studied. In this
case, there were no violations of the voltage constraints, and no feeder overloading for any PV integration rate. The only grid
stability indicator that is affected by PV integration is transformer overloading , due to the excessive power flow from PV systems
in the LV grid to the MV grid during very sunny days. More specifically, the 160 kVA transformer has to be replaced by a 250 kVA
∗
one for a PV integration of 80% and 100% (for lower PV integration rates, no reinforcements are required and the cost
is only
due to energy losses). This would suggest that, for the examined grid, no major reinforcements would be needed due to the sole
integration of PV, contrarily to HP integration. This is especially because HP power consumption adds up to the base load, while
PV generation is subtracted from it (see Figure 4).
Urban grid
Regarding the urban grid, results indicate that HP and PV integration does not cause voltage violations or feeder overloading. The
lack of voltage violations from HP integration in the urban grid, contrary to the rural grid, is due to two main reasons. First, the
shorter feeder length between two consecutive dwellings (linked to higher customer density) in the urban case leads to smaller
voltage drops, reducing both voltage deviation problems and unbalance between the phases. Second, electric power consumption of
heat pumps in urban grids is on average lower than in rural grids. Indeed, the predominantly terraced dwellings are smaller and have
less heat losses to the environment than dwellings of the rural grid, which are mostly detached. The only grid stability indicator that
is affected by HP and PV integration is transformer overloading . More specifically, the 160 kVA transformer has to be replaced
from 40% HP integration, and from 60% PV integration.

3.2.2

Cost of low-carbon technologies integration for the low-voltage grid

In this section, we focus on the influence of the combined HP and PV integration on the grid reinforcement cost. For each percentage
∗
in the same way as
of HP and PV integration, we select the cost of the cheapest technically viable reinforcement option
detailed in Section 3.2.1. The results for the rural and urban grids are provided in Figure 6. In this figure, we also provide the mean
of each row (‘mean row’) and of each column (‘mean column’).

Figure 6 – Influence of the combined HP and PV integration on the cost of the cheapest technically viable reinforcement option
Rural grid: 68 random repetitions, Urban grid: 27 random repetitions.

∗

.

In urban areas, for any percentage of integration of both HPs and PV systems, the reinforcement cost remains low (<200 €), as the
only required reinforcement is transformer replacement. In rural areas, the small variation along ‘mean row’ shows that PV
integration has a low influence on the cost, while the large variation along ‘mean column’ highlights that HP integration is the main
cost driver. The large cost increase observed from 40% HP integration is due to transformer replacements and to a greater extent to
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the re-connection of HPs to three phases for mitigating voltage deviation and unbalance problems (see Section 3.2.1). For 40% HP,
we can notice some variations in the reinforcement costs depending on the PV integration, for example lower cost for 100% PV.
This is linked to the fact that for this HP integration rate the costs are determined based on few rare voltage violations. Consequently,
these may be more easily influenced by the random allocation of LCTs on the grid, and/or potentially remedied with the presence
of high levels of PV. However, even though in theory the combined integration of HPs and PV systems could increase grid stability
(through the local consumption of PV generation by HPs) and thus decrease grid reinforcement costs, this effect is overall not
observed in our case study results for the rural and urban grids. This is notably because the peak in HP consumption occurs during
low PV generation periods, namely in the winter during dark hours, while the peak in PV generation occurs at noon during summer.
These results may be compared to some extent with those of McKenna et al. [25], who investigated the integration of HPs and PV
∗
systems in low-voltage UK grids. In terms of absolute values, we found a reinforcement cost per dwelling
which reaches up
to 1227 €, and which is higher than 1000 € in 17% of the cases. On the other hand, McKenna et al. found a cost per dwelling which
reaches up to 3400 € and which is higher than 1000 € in 65% of the cases1. These discrepancies may be due to the difference in the
considered load profiles and grids. Furthermore, we consider three-phase connection as an additional grid reinforcement option,
which is cheaper than feeder replacement in our case. Even though the absolute values differ, McKenna et al. also observed that HP
integration was more expensive than PV integration, and that the HP integration cost was larger in rural areas than in urban ones.

3.2.3

Influence of the number of random repetitions

∗
In this section we study the influence of the number of random repetitions on the grid reinforcement cost
. This helps
estimating the number of repetitions that should be performed in order to increase the robustness of the results, while minimizing
the total computing time (i.e. not performing more repetitions than necessary). The methodology for this analysis is of course
applicable to any other case study. The procedure consists in consecutively adding more repetitions and computing the reinforcement
costs, until convergence to a predetermined accuracy level is achieved.

First, an initial number of random repetitions are performed, for instance 15. The current number of available repetitions ′, allows
∗
′ .
us to compute the currently most accurate estimate of the reinforcement cost for a given LCT integration scenario, denoted
∗
Figure 6a gives an example of the resulting
′ for all integration scenarios for the rural grid, which are computed using all
′ = 68 repetitions.

Second, to determine whether the current ′ is sufficient, for each integration scenario, the relative error made when considering
only the first repetitions is computed, for all smaller than # :
Δ

=

∗

∗

−
∗

#

∗

#

,

< ′

(9)

∗
Finally, the current number of repetitions # is considered sufficient when Δ
was found smaller in absolute value than a
predetermined limit value 1 (e.g. 1 = 0.01), for all LCT integration scenarios and for at least a number 8.-9 (e.g. 8.-9 = 10
of values of before ′:

|Δ

∗

| < 1 ,∀

∈[

#

−

8.-9 ,

′ , and ∀ integration scenario →

#

sufficient

(10)

∗
This means that
has sufficiently converged and that it is unlikely that it will strongly vary when considering additional random
repetitions. Otherwise, additional repetitions should be performed until a # is found for which the condition in Eq. (10) is met. Note
that the values of 1 and 8.-9 should be tuned depending on the desired robustness of the results and on the available computing
time.

For our case study, considering 1 = 0.01 and 8.-9 = 10, convergence is reached for ′ = 68 repetitions in the rural case and
∗
′ = 27 repetitions in the urban case. In Figure 7, the variation of Δ
for all LCT integration scenarios is shown as a function of
the number of random repetitions considered, for the finally chosen ′. For each number of random repetitions , we present the
∗
distribution (grey areas) and the average Δ
between all LCT integration scenarios.

1

We consider a conversion rate of 1.11 £/€ (rate on 6 July 2020).
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Rural grid ({′ = 68)

Urban grid ({′ = 27)

Figure 7 – Influence of the number of repetitions on the grid reinforcement cost.
The mean and distribution (grey areas) among all 36 integration scenarios are given for each .
∗
Figure 7 shows that compared to the cost computed for ′ repetitions, taking fewer repetitions tends to underestimate
∗
(Δ
< 0). Indeed, it may happen that, for a given LCT integration scenario, the random HP and PV positioning in the first
random repetitions leads to no grid stability violations for the initial grid. If we were to stop after these first repetitions, no grid
∗
reinforcement would be required and the cost
for the LCT integration scenario would be low. However, for the following
repetitions the random HP and PV positioning could result in violation of one or several grid stability restrictions. Thus, one or
∗
several grid reinforcements would be needed for this LCT integration scenario, which increases the cost
.

∗
Secondly, we observe that Δ
converges faster toward zero for the urban grid than for the rural one. This faster convergence for
the urban grid is because, as described in Section 3.2.1, the urban grid only suffers from transformer overloading at high integration
levels, while the rural grid has also voltage stability issues (deviation and unbalance). In addition, unlike transformer loading, voltage
stability issues are strongly dependent on the positioning of LCTs along the feeder and their distribution across the phases, which
varies from one random repetition to another. Thus, contrarily to voltage stability issues, it is more probable that if transformer
overloading did not occur for the first repetitions, it will not occur for the following ones.

These results indicate that, when the exact electricity profiles of dwellings are not known and only LCTs integration rates are
considered, it is interesting to study the influence of the number of random repetitions on the results in order to improve their
robustness while minimizing the computing time. In addition, since the convergence of the reinforcement cost depends on the type
and occurrence of grid stability issues, which are related to the grid parameters, it is relevant to perform separate analyses for the
different grid types (e.g. urban, rural).
Furthermore, since this methodology considers reinforcements necessary when any repetition encounters grid stability problems, it
can be considered as the most conservative approach. A DSO could instead aim to allow a certain probability of grid stability
violations, say 5%. This would mean no grid stability violations should occur for 95% of the repetitions, instead of 100%. The
definitions of the grid stability indicators could be modified to allow for such a probabilistic assessment.

4 Future work
Even though the methodology has been applied to a specific country and LCTs in this article, it is generic and therefore transferrable
to other radial LV grids and LCTs. In the future, we plan to investigate the impact of electric vehicle integration in low-voltage
grids, and study the relation of electric vehicles with heat pumps and photovoltaic systems. We also plan to expand the current
methodology in order to evaluate the influence of LCT integration on the medium voltage grid. Finally, we will consider mitigation
options other than grid reinforcement that also favour the integration of LCTs at the LV level, such as demand side management,
reactive power control, and tap changing transformers. Adding these new options to grid reinforcements in the pool of options that
can be used to restore grid stability may allow further reducing the grid stabilization cost.
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5 Conclusion
In this article, we propose a methodology to identify the low-voltage grid reinforcement options that tackle stability problems,
triggered by the integration of residential low-carbon technologies, at the lowest cost. First, a technical model is developed to
simulate the influence of low-carbon technology integration scenarios and of grid reinforcement options on four grid stability
indicators. This model is able to simulate dynamic behaviour of dwellings, while taking into account stochastic occupant behaviour,
and three-phase unbalanced loading of the network. In addition, for the grid simulations we use a dummy island approach, which
reduces computing time. This allows performing several random repetitions for a given low-carbon technology integration scenario,
thus improving the robustness of our results. Further, we developed an economic model to compute the life-cycle cost associated to
a grid reinforcement option, which includes investments and operating costs of the low-voltage grid.
The methodology is applied to investigate the necessary reinforcements to adapt to combined integration of heat pumps and
photovoltaic systems in typical rural and urban low-voltage grids of Belgium. We use technical data representative of Belgian
dwellings and low-voltage networks, and economic data from a local distribution system operator. For the rural grid, heat pump
integration is found to be the main reinforcement cost driver, and may lead to significant reinforcement costs (> 1000 € per
dwelling). Indeed, three-phase connection of heat pumps is required to mitigate excessive voltage deviation and unbalance that heat
pumps cause in rural grids where feeders are long. For the urban grid, we observe that heat pump and photovoltaic integration causes
low reinforcement cost (< 200 € per dwelling), mainly driven by transformer replacement. Finally, we investigate the influence of
the number of random repetitions for a given low-carbon technology integration scenario on the robustness of the results.
Convergence of the reinforcement cost for urban grids requires fewer repetitions compared to rural grids, leading to reduced
computing time. For the rural grid, increased grid stability issues and random effects, such as the location of the low-carbon
technologies, cause larger discrepancies between repetitions, meaning that more repetitions are needed to obtain a better
understanding of the required grid reinforcements. Overall, the results suggest that, for the considered Belgian case study, it would
be more economically efficient, in terms of grid reinforcement, to first deploy heat pumps and photovoltaic systems in urban areas
as well as photovoltaic systems in rural ones before integrating heat pumps in rural areas. The methodology proposed in this article
can be a useful tool for policy makers and distribution system operators, as it can provide a robust assessment of grid reinforcement
cost effectiveness for the integration of low-carbon technologies in the low-voltage grid.
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